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Rajasthan, a land of the king and their valor, the Royalty and their Chivalry. Where the air is thick
with tales of heroism of the bygone era and culture preserved till date in the palaces and havalies.
The narrow lanes offering a variety of souvenirs and handicrafts. Rajasthan has something for
everyone â€“one just has to choose an activity appropriate to ones temperament. as you take a tour of
Rajasthan with us, you will explore so many new facts of Rajasthan. Weather it is the sand dunes or
the massive forts and palaces, you will realize that there is no other place like Rajasthan. For a
trailer who is instructed in the history, culture, and the life cycle of the Oriental world, Rajasthan is
the perfect tourist destination. Unlike what its barren scenery suggests, you will find that Rajasthan
is most colorful and interesting place inhabited by humans. An exotic land, a dream come true for
the Western world, Rajasthan has home to the Rajputs, the marital races of India known equally for
their love of arts and architecture as well as valor and chivalry. Tourism opportunities in Rajasthan
are immense.

Rajasthan tour India offers a great variety of tour and travels experiences. Weather it is sand dunes,
dessert safari, forts and places, the colorful tribal life or the firs and festivals of Rajasthan travels to
Rajasthan are assured of truly regal experience. Fell the royalty of Rajasthan. Rajasthan tour
packages offer you an unforgettable sojourn to the historical state of India. Rajsthan-tour India has
diverâ€™s topography such as the one level, the state is the home to the Arawali ranges, at another
level, and it provides shelters to the Thar dessert, lakes and deciduous forest. The state and wildlife
safari in the Ranthambhore, sariska and desert national park to pilgrimage sites at Ajmer and
pushker, and exploration of historical mountains such as City palace, Naharagarh fort, Jodhpur
palaces. If you are seeker of clutter and heritage then you can explore rural area of the state
majestic historical monuments which is the soul of stateâ€™s tourism.

We provide information about vibrant culture and welcoming people of Rajasthan. From the helpful
Rajasthan tour guide to the camel driver in the Thar, everyone does their best to make you feel at
home. Accommodation in the major cities ranges from star hotels to modest guest houses, so
travels, no matter what their budgets, is welcome. In the more pastoral destination, you can still
enjoy a comfortable stay in a heritage mansion. And then there are the famed heritage hotels that
combine 5 star hotels luxury with the traditional opulence that once belong only to the royals and
titles Rajput worriers. Rajasthan is still traditional in some ways â€“ its economy is sustained on
agriculture and cattle rearing. We in recent years have given a boost the economy in a major way. It
is this old world charm that draws in tourist by the thousands to this vibrant state every year.
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Salman Khan - About Author:
VR Group dynamic team always explores the destinations and hotels before referring to any of our
valued guest. We always feel that customer satisfaction is our main motto. For more info about a
Rajasthan Tour India, Rajasthan Tour Packages and a Rajasthan Tours please visit.
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